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ABSTRACT: Conversion materials for lithium ion batteries have
recently attracted considerable attention due to their exceptional
speciﬁc capacities. Some metal ﬂuorides, such as CuF2, are promising
candidates for cathode materials owing to their high operating
potential, which stems from the high electronegativity of ﬂuorine.
However, the high ionicity of the metal−ﬂuorine bond leads to a
large band gap that renders these materials poor electronic
conductors. Nanosizing the active material and embedding it within
a conductive matrix such as carbon can greatly improve its
electrochemical performance. In contrast to other ﬂuorides, such as
FeF2 and NiF2, good capacity retention has not, however, been achieved for CuF2. The reaction mechanisms that occur in the
ﬁrst and subsequent cycles and the reasons for the poor charge performance of CuF2 are studied in this paper via a variety of
characterization methods. In situ pair distribution function analysis clearly shows CuF2 conversion in the ﬁrst discharge.
However, few structural changes are seen in the following charge and subsequent cycles. Cyclic voltammetry results, in
combination with in situ X-ray absorption near edge structure and ex situ nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, indicate that
Cu dissolution is associated with the consumption of the LiF phase, which occurs during the ﬁrst charge via the formation of a
Cu1+ intermediate. The dissolution process consequently prevents Cu and LiF from transforming back to CuF2. Such side
reactions result in negligible capacity in subsequent cycles and make this material challenging to use in a rechargeable battery.
1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium ion battery research on electrode materials has mainly
focused on insertion compounds. The capability of these
materials to host Li in their framework structure gives rise to an
excellent cyclability and thus good capacity retention. However,
insertion reactions typically allow only 0.5−1 electron transfer
per redox-active ion, which limits their capacity. This limitation
has fueled the exploration of new functional materials. Recently,
much eﬀort has been focused on binary metal oxides and
ﬂuorides (MaXb, X = O, F), which operate via a conversion
mechanism forming metal (M) and Li2O or LiF phases during
discharge and returning to the original MaXb phase upon
charging:1
+ ↔ +nb b aM X Li Li X Ma b n
Depending on the oxidation state of the metal ion, Li
incorporation involves more than one electron transfer, which
leads to much higher capacities than observed for conventional
insertion compounds such as LiCoO2 and LiFePO4.
1 In the
search for cathode materials, 3d transition-metal ﬂuorides
(MFx) have received the most interest due to their ability to
deliver high electrochemical energy density arising from the
high free energy of formation of ﬂuorides.2 Among these 3d
transition-metal ﬂuorides, CuF2 stands out as a promising
candidate because it has a high speciﬁc capacity of 528 mAh/g
and the highest theoretical potential of 3.55 V among all the
divalent 3d transition-metal ﬂuorides, leading to an exception-
ally high speciﬁc energy of 1874 Wh/kg (cf. 600 Wh/kg for
LiCoO2).
2,3 However, the electrochemical performance of
CuF2 is drastically diﬀerent in practice. Its sensitivity to
moisture engenders a signiﬁcant challenge for material
preparation and electrode fabrication. Hydrated impurities
often accompany anhydrous CuF2 and are responsible for
signiﬁcantly reducing the theoretical energy density, since their
operating potentials are around 2 V instead of 3 V.4 The
intrinsic large band gap, arising from the high electronegativity
of ﬂuorine, makes CuF2 a poor electronic conductor. To
enhance the conductivity, a mixed conductive matrix (MCM)
approach has been developed, in which carbon or other
compounds with excellent electronic and ionic conductivity,
such as MoO3, are employed to improve electronic wiring.
4 A
full utilization of the theoretical capacity of CuF2, as well as an
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increase of operating potential to 3 V, has been demonstrated
with this approach. The improvement of the electrochemical
performance is believed to be derived from a combination of
nanosizing the particles and connecting each domain with a
conductive matrix, which enlarges the interfacial area for Li
incorporation and shortens the tunneling length for electron
transport.5 However, in comparison to the progress that has
been made on discharge, good capacity retention after the ﬁrst
discharge has not yet been achieved. The mechanism
underlying the electrochemical performance of conversion
materials has been investigated for a variety of oxides and
ﬂuorides and has highlighted the signiﬁcance of electronic and
ionic transport, volume expansion, and solid−electrolyte
interface (SEI) formation, in modulating the discharge/charge
cycling performance.5−9 However, the insight from these
studies cannot be straightforwardly applied to CuF2, owing to
its distinct electrochemistry, and the sources of its irreversibility
and the increasing overpotential after insertion of approx-
imately one Li+ per formula unit upon discharge4,5 still remain
unclear.
In this paper, we investigate the CuF2 lithiation mechanism
over a full cycle, aiming to gain a fundamental understanding of
the whole electrochemical reaction. In particular, we elucidate
the main factors that reduce the reversibility of this system. Due
to its nanostructured nature and the extensive chemical
heterogeneity of the reaction, the pathway to acquire such
knowledge is challenging. A variety of phase and structural
characterization techniques to extract both short- and long-
range order are therefore required. Electrochemical tests
including galvanostatic and cyclic voltammetry (CV) experi-
ments are ﬁrst employed to obtain a comprehensive picture of
the redox reactions in diﬀerent potential windows. Structural
and phase information concerning copper-containing compo-
nents are then obtained via in situ X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) and in situ pair distribution function (PDF)
analyses. Ex situ solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
is performed to investigate Li components present upon
cycling. We demonstrate that NMR is a powerful approach to
study phases containing either low X-ray scatterers, such as LiF,
or low-concentration SEI products.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials Preparation. Carbon-coated nano-CuF2
(CCN-CuF2) was prepared by ball-milling commercial CuF2
(Sigma-Aldrich 98%) and carbon black (Ketjen Black Interna-
tional Co.). Two ball-milling methods were employed,
planetary ball-milling (PBM) (Retsch PM 100) and high-
energy ball-milling (HBM) (SPEX 8000M). Either 0.5 or 1 g of
a mixture composed of CuF2 and carbon black (80:20 wt %)
was prepared and placed into a milling jar in an Ar-ﬁlled
glovebox. The jar was sealed with Paraﬁlm before being
transferred to the ball mill. For the PBM, a stainless steel jar
(Rotec) with zirconia beads of various volume percentages (40
and 70 vol %) was used. The milling process was programmed
for various time periods at diﬀerent speeds (300, 500, and 600
rpm). For the HBM, a zirconia container with two zirconia balls
was used and the milling was programmed for 45, 60, and 90
min.
2.2. X-ray Powder Diﬀraction. X-ray powder diﬀraction
(XRPD) was performed on a laboratory Rigaku powder X-ray
diﬀractometer with Cr Kα (λ = 2.29 Å) as a radiation source at
a 0.12°/min scan rate with 2θ range of 10°−120°. Samples
were prepared in an Ar- or N2-ﬁlled glovebox. The powder
samples were covered by Kapton ﬁlms and sealed with vacuum
grease (Dow) to minimize the exposure to moisture. LaB6 was
used as an external standard reference to obtain the
instrumental broadening and to remove the systematic error
caused by zero shifts. Particle size analysis was performed using
the Scherrer formula,10 peak broadening being quantiﬁed via
the integral breadth method,11 i.e., by using the ratio of the
peak area to the peak height of the diﬀerent CuF2 reﬂections.
Reﬂections with intensities of less than 10% of the maximum
were neglected in this analysis. The instrumental broadening
was evaluated from the integral breadths obtained from the
proﬁle ﬁtting of the ﬁrst six reﬂections of the LaB6 standard
using second-order polynomials, while the strain-broadening
eﬀects were neglected.12 Lorentzian line-shapes were used in
the proﬁle ﬁtting for all the reﬂections.
2.3. Electrochemical Characterization. The electro-
chemical properties of CCN-CuF2 were evaluated with 2032
type coin cells and Swagelok cells. The cathode materials were
prepared by mixing 85 wt % CCN-CuF2 (HBM of 0.5 g for 60
min) and 15 wt % carbon black (Super P). The cathode ﬁlms
were prepared by mixing 80 wt % CCN-CuF2, 15 wt % Super P,
and 5 wt % polyvinylidene ﬂuoride (PVDF) as a binder in N-
methylpyrrolidinone (NMP). The slurry was dispersed on
either an aluminum or copper foil (Goodfellow) in air followed
by drying in an oven at 80 °C. Two additional batteries, with
one using only Cu foil as a cathode and the other a carbon
mixture (50 wt % Super P and 50 wt % Ketjen Black) directly
deposited on the stainless steel current collector, were also
tested for comparison purposes. Both coin cells and Swagelok
cells were assembled in an Ar-ﬁlled glovebox with Li metal foil
as the anode. The electrolyte consisted of 1 M LiPF6 dissolved
in a mixture solution of ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl
carbonate (DMC) with a volume ratio of 1:1, except for one
CV experiment in which ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) was
used as a solvent. Either Celgard or glass ﬁber (Whatman) was
used as a separator. The galvanostatic cycling measurements
were performed either in various potential windows or a
speciﬁc capacity window at room temperature using Arbin
battery cycling systems. The Li content in each sample was
calculated from the theoretical discharge capacity of CuF2 (Li =
2.0 for 528 mAh/g), assuming 100% Coulombic eﬃciency.
Diﬀerent cycling rates of C/n (n = 35, 50 and 100) were also
investigated, where C stands for theoretical speciﬁc (dis)charge
capacity (mAh/g) and n represents number of hours to reach
the theoretical capacity. For all the ex situ studies, the samples
were obtained from powder-based coin cells. When the cells
reached the desired Li content or potential, the cells were
stopped and dissembled in the glovebox. The cathode powder
materials were collected in a vial and rinsed with DMC to
remove residual LiPF6 from the electrolyte. After drying
overnight in a glovebox, the washed cathode samples were
stored in a glass container under inert Ar atmosphere until
required for further measurements. Galvanostatic intermittent
titration (GITT) experiments were performed on a Swagelok
cell under a C/20 rate with a 3-h current step and a 48-h
relaxation period. CV measurements were performed on coin
cells in potential windows of 4.5−2.0, 4.5−1.3, 4.5−0.4, and
4.5−0 V vs lithium metal with a scan rate of 0.1 mV/s.
2.4. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. The XANES
spectra were collected at beamline X19A at the National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The measurements were performed in transmission
mode using a Si(111) double-crystal monochromator, which
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was detuned by 30% to minimize the presence of higher
harmonics in the beam. Energy calibration was carried out by
using the ﬁrst inﬂection point in the spectra of Cu metal foil as
reference (Cu K-edge, 8979 eV). A series of reference materials
containing Cu atoms with diﬀerent oxidation states was
measured, namely CuCl, CuCl2, Cu2S, Cu2O, CuO, and CuF2.
The in situ cells were prepared using Al plates with Mylar
windows.13 Each cell was composed of a self-standing CCN-
CuF2 ﬁlm [mass ratio of CCN-CuF2:Super P:polytetraﬂuoro-
ethylene (PTFE) = 8:1:1] attached to an Al foil as current
collector, a Li metal negative electrode with Cu mesh as current
collector, a Celgard separator, and l M LiPF6 in EC/DMC
(volume ratio 1:1) as electrolyte. The in situ cell was fully
discharged and then charged to a capacity corresponding to a Li
content of approximately 1.5 per CuF2 formula unit using a C/
40 rate. A second, essentially identical, battery was then used to
collect the data for the rest of the charge; a faster rate of C/17.5
and a cutoﬀ potential of 4.1 V was used due to the limited beam
time availability. The ex situ samples were prepared using coin
cells cycled at C/100. Powder extracted from the dry electrode
was then rubbed onto Kapton tape. The data was analyzed
using IFEFFIT and the Demeter package.14
2.5. Extracting the Pair Distribution Function from X-
ray Total Scattering. X-ray PDF analyses were performed in
situ and ex situ at beamline 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. The total
scattering data were collected at room temperature using an
amorphous Si-based 2D detector with an X-ray energy of 58
keV (λ = 0.2127 Å). For the in situ experiment, electrode
pellets of CCN-CuF2 that contained 20 wt % of carbon and 20
wt % of PTFE were prepared and assembled into the AMPIX
cell,15 with a glass ﬁber as separator, a Li metal foil as counter
electrode, and l M LiPF6 in EC/DMC (volume ratio 3:7)
solution (Tomiyama Pure Chemical Industries) as electrolyte.16
The cell was cycled under a rate of C/20 at room temperature.
The ex situ experiments were performed on ﬁne powder
samples, which were sealed in Kapton capillaries ﬁlled under Ar
atmosphere. The total scattering experiments were conducted
in transmission geometry. A CeO2 standard was used to
calibrate the sample-to-detector distance and the tilt of the
detector relative to the beam path. Scattering measurements for
the empty Kapton capillary, as well as a reference AMPIX cell
containing all the components in the same mass ratio except
the active material, were also performed under the same
experimental conditions to obtain the instrumental back-
ground.17 Intensity data versus 2θ and Q were obtained by
converting the integrated data using the Fit2D software.18 The
PDF data were generated using the PDFgetX2 program.19 Data
corrections, including background subtraction, sample self-
absorption, multiple scattering, X-ray polarization, and
Compton scattering, were included to obtain the normalized
total scattering structure function S(Q).20 The pair distribution
function G(r) was generated by direct Fourier transformation
of Q[S(Q) − 1], where the scattering wave factor is deﬁned as
Q = 4π sin θ/λ. A Qmax of 24.0 Å
−1 was used for ex situ
experiments. In situ data were limited to a lower Qmax of 19.0
Å−1 as the maximum accessible scattering angle was limited by
the scattering aperture in the AMPIX cell.21 Structure
reﬁnement and the ﬁtting of G(r) were performed using the
PDFgui software.22 Previously collected scattering data for the
Ni standard were processed and reﬁned to obtain the
instrumental parameters.
2.6. Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spec-
troscopy. 7Li magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR experiments
were performed on cycled CCN-CuF2 samples with a 1.8 mm
MAS probe designed by Samoson and co-workers on a
Chemagnetic CMX-200 (4.7 T) and a Varian Inﬁnity-Plus-360
(8.47 T) spectrometer at a 7Li Larmor frequency of 77.8 and
140.2 MHz, respectively. All spectra were acquired at a spinning
frequency of 38 kHz with a rotor synchronized echo sequence
[π/2−τ−π−τ−acq, where π/2 and π represent the 90° and
180° radiofrequency (rf) pulses and τ and acq stand for echo
time and acquisition time periods, respectively]. The spectra
were referenced to a standard 1 M 7LiCl aqueous solution at 0
ppm. A π/2 pulse of 2.3 μs with a relaxation delay of 1.0 s was
used on the CMX-200 spectrometer and a π/2 pulse of 2.5 μs
with a relaxation delay of 1.0 s was used on the Varian Inﬁnity-
Plus-360 spectrometer.
19F MAS NMR experiments on cycled CCN-CuF2 samples
were performed with a Chemagnetic 3.2 mm probe and the 1.8
mm probe (Samoson) on the Varian Inﬁnity-Plus-360
spectrometer at a 19F Larmor frequency of 338.73 MHz, with
a spinning frequency of 20 and 38 kHz, respectively. An echo
sequence was used with a π/2 pulse of 2.0 μs on both probes. A
relaxation delay of 0.2 s was used on the 3.2 mm probe and 0.5
s on the 1.8 mm probe. All spectra were referenced to a
standard CFCl3 at 0 ppm.
19F MAS NMR experiments on
commercial CuF2 and HBM CCN-CuF2 were performed using
a 1.9 mm Buker double resonance probe on a Bruker
AVANCEIII 200 MHz (4.7 T) spectrometer at a 19F Larmor
frequency of 188.3 MHz. A spinning frequency of 40 kHz was
used with a π/2 pulse of 2.3 μs and a 2.0 s relaxation delay.
Spectra were referenced to the external standard LiF at −204
ppm.
Saturation recovery experiments were performed on cycled
CCN-CuF2 samples with the 1.8 mm probe on the Varian
Inﬁnity-Plus-360 spectrometer to measure 7Li and 19F spin−
lattice (T1) relaxation times. Saturation recovery times were
arrayed from 10 μs to 1 s for each measurement. Plots of
integrated signal intensity versus saturation recovery time were
ﬁt to the equation y = amp(1 − eτ/T1) using Chemagnetics
Spinsight software, where y is the integrated signal intensity,
amp is the amplitude constant, τ is the saturation recovery time,
and T1 is the spin−lattice relaxation time.
The 31P MAS NMR experiment was performed on a fully
discharged sample (Li = 2.0) with a Bruker 2.5 mm double
resonance probe on Bruker AVANCEI 400 MHz (9.4 T)
spectrometer at a 31P Larmor frequency of 81.0 MHz. An echo
sequence with a spinning frequency of 30 kHz was used with a
π/2 pulse of 2.5 μs and a relaxation delay of 5 s. The chemical
shift was referenced to NH4H2PO4 at 0.81 ppm as a secondary
reference.
19F→13C cross-polarization (CP)-MAS NMR experiments
were performed on the pristine CCN-CuF2 sample using a
Bruker 3.2 mm triple resonance probe on a Bruker AVANCEIII
700 MHz (16.5T) spectrometer. The 19F→13C CP conditions
were optimized on PTFE and then applied to the CCN-CuF2
sample spinning at 20 kHz with a relaxation delay of 2 s and a
CP contact time of 500 μs. 19F continuous wave decoupling was
applied during the 13C signal acquisition at an rf nutation
frequency of 70 kHz.
All spectra shown in the plots are normalized with respect to
the sample weight, number of scans and receiver gain.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. X-ray Powder Diﬀraction. Laboratory X-ray
diﬀraction was performed on CCN-CuF2 to investigate the
size reduction eﬀect induced by the diﬀerent milling methods
(PBM and HBM) and milling parameters (Table 1 and Figure
1). An XRPD pattern for the commercial monoclinic CuF2
phase (P21/n) is given for comparison, and an analysis of the
patterns shows that this phase is dominant in all the samples.
The HBM method leads to signiﬁcant peak broadening in all
the CuF2 patterns. However, no discernible diﬀerence with
respect to the peak width was found for the diﬀerent milling
times. In comparison, the reﬂections in the patterns for the
PBM samples showed either less (24 h 600 rpm, 40 vol % ZrO2
beads) or very little broadening (36 h, 300 rpm, 40 vol % ZrO2
beads and 3 h, 500 rpm, 70 vol % ZrO2 beads) compared to
commercial CuF2, even though a high milling rate and a long
duration of milling time was used. Assuming that strain
broadening gives a negligible contribution to the peak width,
these observations suggested that HBM is a more eﬀective
approach compared to PBM to reduce the particle size of CuF2.
The Scherrer formula10 was employed to calculate the average
particle size for the “HBM 1 h 0.5 g” sample, giving an average
particle size of about 10 nm. However, the observation of an
extra Bragg reﬂection at 17.6° 2θ and some very weak features
between 17° and 27° 2θ in all the samples suggest the presence
of impurities. The broad peak at about 18.8° 2θ seen after ball-
milling is assigned to either the hydrated phase Cu(OH)F
(main reﬂection at 18.9° 2θ) and/or CuF2·2H2O (main
reﬂection at 18.4° 2θ). The intensity of this reﬂection was
less pronounced in the HBM samples, probably because the
much shorter milling time leads to less moisture contamination.
3.2. Electrochemical Characterization. The electro-
chemical performances of both ﬁlm- and powder-based
cathodes containing the CCN-CuF2 obtained with various
milling parameters were investigated by galvanostatic cycling to
select the optimal material preparation and electrode
fabrication method (see Table 1). All the ﬁlm-based batteries
show a plateau at a potential of around 2 V in the ﬁrst discharge
proﬁle (Figure 2), lower than that for the powder-based
batteries. This is ascribed to the formation of a hydrated CuF2
phase during ﬁlm fabrication.4 Thus, the powder-based
electrodes were employed for further investigation. Comparing
the CCN-CuF2 powder-electrodes obtained via PBM and HBM
methods, the PBM CCN-CuF2 powder-electrode exhibits a
shorter plateau with a lower potential at around 2.8−2.9 V.
After reaction with ∼0.3 mol of Li, the operating potential
gradually slopes down, suggestive of an increase in over-
potential. In contrast, following a preplateau feature A, the
potential plateau for the HBM CCN-CuF2 powder-electrode
remains at 3.0 V (B) for up to one Li insertion. (The same
labels A−D are used to mark the same processes in all
electrochemistry ﬁgures, and the assignments of the various
processes (A−E, B1′−E′) are summarized in Table 2). A
sloping voltage is seen after 1 mol of Li incorporation. The
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the electrochemical performance
between the PBM and HBM powder samples can be ascribed
to the smaller particle size and the fewer hydrated impurities




material preparation ﬁlm powder
PBM 3 h, 500 rpm with 70 vol % ZrO2 beads √ √
36 h, 300 rpm with 40 vol % ZrO2 beads √ √
24 h, 600 rpm with 40 vol % ZrO2 beads √ √
HBM 1 h, 1.0 g × √
1 h, 0.5 g × √
1.5 h, 0.5 g × √
Figure 1. Laboratory XRD patterns for commercial CuF2 and CCN-
CuF2 nanocomposites prepared under various conditions. The two
main CuF2 reﬂections, (011) and (101), are labeled. The two
reﬂections marked with asterisks at low angles correspond to impurity
phases. The reﬂection at 18.8° 2θ is assigned to Cu(OH)F and/or
CuF2·2H2O. HBM, high-energy ball mill; PBM, planetary ball mill.
Figure 2. Representative potential proﬁles for CCN-CuF2 electrodes
produced using diﬀerent material preparation and electrode fabrication
methods. Solid (bold black, ﬁrst cycle; red, second cycle; blue, third
cycle), dash, and dash−dot proﬁles correspond to the potential proﬁles
for the HBM powder-based battery, the PBM powder-based battery,
and the PBM ﬁlm-based battery, respectively. All batteries were cycled
with a rate of C/100. The same labels A−D are used to mark the same
processes in all subsequent electrochemistry ﬁgures. The assignments
of the labels are listed in Table 2.
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present in HBM CCN-CuF2, which both appear to lead to a
smaller polarization overpotential. There are two distinct
processes at around 2.5 V (BH) and 1.8 V (C) in the sloping
region of the HBM electrode potential proﬁle. Full capacity is
reached at about 1.5 V. These potential proﬁles are similar to
those reported in the literature previously,4,5 and thus, the
following studies are performed on the samples prepared by the
HBM method. Because no discernible diﬀerence in electro-
chemistry was seen for the diﬀerent HBM methods, a 0.5 g
weight loading of composite and a 1 h ball-milling duration
were used in all subsequent studies.
The ﬁrst charge curve for the sample HBM CCN-CuF2
shows a speciﬁc charge capacity of 316 mAh/g, which is
equivalent to 1.2 mol Li content per formula unit. The charge
process starts with a steep rise in potential until it reaches a
preplateau slightly above 3 V (C′). This is followed by a ﬂatter
region between 3.5 and 3.8 V (B1′ and B2′), and then the
potential rises again until the upper limit used here of 4.5 V
(D), leading to a large potential hysteresis in the ﬁrst cycle. The
speciﬁc capacities of the subsequent discharge/charge cycles are
reduced signiﬁcantly, and no plateaus are present in any of the
subsequent discharge steps. Only about 32% and 16% of the
speciﬁc capacity were obtained in the second and third
discharge process, respectively. After the third cycle, the
speciﬁc capacity of the HBM CCN-CuF2 cathode is negligible.
The GITT curve for the ﬁrst cycle is shown in Figure S1
(Supporting Information, SI). The equilibrium potential after
relaxation at the beginning of discharge and at the end of
charge is almost identical. During the ﬁrst discharge, before 1.2
mol of Li reaction, a constant equilibrium potential is observed
at ca. 3.25 V, indicative of a two-phase reaction. When the
intermittent discharge is continued beyond approximately 1.2
Li, a drop of the equilibrium potential is observed, suggesting
that additional processes are occurring. Upon charge, the
equilibrium potential gradually increases to 3.25 V with
decreasing Li content until the operating potential reaches
the upper limit of 4.5 V.
In order to study the electrochemical processes taking place
upon cycling in further detail, CV measurements were
performed for diﬀerent potential windows of 4.5−2.0, 4.5−
1.3, and 4.5−0.4 V vs lithium metal (Figure 3). Figure 4 shows
the electrochemical proﬁle for the CCN-CuF2 cathode
discharged to 0 V along with the potential curves for a Cu
foil and carbon mixture cathode. In Figure 3, all three curves
exhibit a small reduction peak at around 3.3 V (A) and a large
reduction peak at 2.6 V (B) in the cathodic sweep. The 3.3 V
peak is tentatively ascribed to reaction with the possible
impurities in HBM CCN-CuF2, and it will be discussed in more
detail in section 3.5. The peak at 2.7 V corresponds to the
lithiation of CuF2 to form Cu metal. Comparing the redox pairs
found in the potential window of 4.5−1.3 V to those in the
potential window of 4.5−2.0 V, we make the following
observations: (i) the small feature at around 1.7 V (C) is
correlated to the extra oxidation peak at 3.2 V (C′) and (ii) the
anodic current for the oxidation peak at 3.58 V (B1′) decreases
following discharge to 1.3 V. With the cutoﬀ potential lowered
to 0.4 V, another intense reduction peak appears at about 0.65
V (D), corresponding to plateau D in Figure 4. On the anodic
Table 2. Assignments of the Labels in the Electrochemistry Plotsa
ﬁrst discharge ﬁrst charge
A 3.3 Vb CFx lithiation
B 3.25 Vd CuF2 one-step lithiation forming Cu + 2LiF B1′ 3.58 Vb Cu(0) to Cu(I) oxidation
BH 2.5 V
c reaction of the hydrated CuF2 phase B2′ 3.8 Vb Cu(I) to Cu(II) or Cu(0) to Cu(II) oxidation
C 1.7 Vb electrolyte (mainly DMC) decomposition on Cu surface C′ 3.2 Vb oxidation of SEI formed in process C
D 0.65 Vb electrolyte (EC/DMC) decomposition on carbon surface D′ 4.4 Vb oxidation of SEI formed in process D
E 0.4−0 Vb reactions related to carbon E′ ∼1.0 Vb reaction related to carbon, correlated with process E
aThe potentials of these processes extracted from the galvanostatic and CV experiments are given. The equilibrium potential from GITT is given for
the main conversion reaction. bCV. cGalvanostatic. dGITT.
Figure 3. First sweeps in the cyclic voltammograms of a CCN-CuF2
electrode for diﬀerent potential windows (red, 4.5−2.0 V; blue, 4.5−
1.3 V; black, 4.5−0.4 V) with a scan rate of 0.1 mV/s. The current is
normalized per gram of active material.
Figure 4. Potential proﬁles for batteries using CCN-CuF2 (black), Cu
foil (blue), and carbon mixture (red) as cathode materials discharged
to 0 V. The capacity from Cu foil has been scaled by 103 for a better
comparison. The inset shows a dQ/dV plot converted from the
potential proﬁles.
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sweep, new features are observed: (i) a broad feature at around
1.0 V (E′), (ii) the absence or signiﬁcant reduction of the
oxidation peak at 3.58 V (B1′), and (iii) an intense oxidation
peak at 4.4 V (D′). The reduction processes at 1.7 V (C) and
0.65 V (D) are tentatively ascribed to the cathodic formation of
SEI due to the reduction of electrolyte, while the oxidation
peaks at 3.2 V (C′) and 4.4 V (D′) can be attributed to the
oxidation of the SEI products formed during the C and D
processes.23−27 A recent CV study of the ﬂuoride conversion
material BiF3 ascribed the reduction peaks at 1.7 and 0.8 V to
EC and DMC decomposition, respectively.28 However, the
reduction feature C is also present in our CV experiment on the
1 M LiPF6/EMC electrolyte (an EC free) system, which
indicates that the reduction process C in our system is likely
dominated by the linear carbonate DMC rather than cyclic
carbonate EC. The dQ/dV plot obtained from the reference
cathodes, copper foil and carbon (inset of Figure 4), reveals
that peak C is only observed when Cu is present while peak D
occurs when carbon is used, suggesting that the decomposition
of the electrolyte on the surface of the cathode occurs at
diﬀerent potential values for diﬀerent components of the
cathode. We can thus attribute reaction C to the electrolyte
decomposition, possibly dominated by DMC decomposition,
on the copper surface, and D to EC/DMC decomposition on
the carbon surface. The features E in the cathodic sweep and E′
in the forward anodic sweep, which are only present in the CV
with a large potential window (4.5−0.4 or 4.5−0.0 V), are also
attributed to the electrolyte reactions related to carbon.29−32
In the CVs obtained with a potential window of 4.5−2.0 and
4.5−0.0 V vs lithium metal (Figure S2, SI), a large reduction of
current response is observed after each sweep, reﬂecting the
capacity loss and poor cyclability of CCN-CuF2 in both
potential windows. In addition to the intensity reduction or the
loss of peak B (the conversion reaction of CuF2), both peaks C
and D show less pronounced intensities in the subsequent
sweeps. This is ascribed to the passivation eﬀect of the SEI
layer, which provides kinetic stability to the electrolyte against
further reduction upon successive scans, resulting in a smaller
current.33
3.3. XANES. Many detailed XANES analyses are performed
based on the studies of well-characterized model compounds as
references, and the characteristic near-edge structure for Cu(I)
and Cu(II) are often utilized for ﬁngerprinting the valence state
and their coordination environments.34 To this end, a series of
Cu-containing reference compounds were ﬁrst measured and
their normalized XANES spectra along with their correspond-
ing ﬁrst derivatives are shown in parts a and b of Figure 5,
respectively, the ﬁrst peak in the derivative indicating the K-
edge position of each Cu species. The edge positions are
located at 8979 and 8980−8982 eV for Cu and Cu(I) species,
respectively, while Cu(II) compounds all have even higher K-
edge energies. Among the Cu(II) compounds, CuF2 shows the
highest edge energy of about 8988.8 eV, due to the larger
electronegativity of F (and thus lower electron density nearby
Cu2+) as compared to O and Cl.
Figure 6 shows the ﬁrst derivative of the Cu K-edge XANES
spectra for HBM CCN-CuF2 and commercial CuF2. A small
peak corresponding to the pre-edge feature in the CuF2
XANES spectrum is observed at 8976 eV, which is assigned
to the 1s−3d electric-dipole-forbidden quadrupole-allowed
transition.34,35 The other two peaks at about 8989 and 8993
eV were attributed to the 1s−4pz and 1s−4px,y dipole-allowed
transitions, respectively, in an earlier polarization-dependent
XAS study.36 A weak peak at about 8980 eV is observed in the
ﬁrst-derivative spectrum for the HBM CCN-CuF2 sample but is
absent in the commercial CuF2 spectrum. On the basis of the
analysis of the reference spectra, this peak can be ascribed to
the presence of a Cu(I) species introduced by the ball-milling
procedure. The Cu(I) impurity might arise from a reduction
process caused by the presence of carbon at the elevated
temperatures that are induced by the HBM process. This Cu(I)
species is either present in suﬃciently low quantities and/or is
amorphous so that it could not be detected by XRPD. In
addition, a positive shift of 0.4 eV in the edge-energy was found
for HBM CCN-CuF2 relative to commercial CuF2, possibly
indicating a structural disorder after ball-milling and/or an
overlap with a second impurity component.
The normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra for in situ
discharge and charge, including the Cu metal reference, are
shown in parts a and b of Figure 7, respectively. The insets
show the electrochemistry and the mole fraction of the CuF2
component extracted from linear combination analysis (LCA)
of the XANES spectra using the Cu metal and CuF2 reference
spectra. The corresponding ﬁrst derivatives of the normalized
diﬀerence XANES spectra are shown in Figure 7c,d. Upon
discharge, the peak at around 8981 eV, which corresponds to
Figure 5. (a) Normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra of Cu metal and
Cu reference compounds (Cu2O, Cu2S, CuCl, CuO, CuF2, CuCl2).
(b) First derivatives of the normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra
shown in part a. The positions of the edge energies of each reference
material are marked with dotted lines.
Figure 6. First derivatives of the normalized Cu K-edge XANES
spectra of commercial CuF2 (red dash) and HBM CCN-CuF2 (black
solid). The inset shows a magniﬁcation (×10) of the spectra in the
same energy region. An additional absorption peak is present at
around 8980 eV in HBM CCN-CuF2, suggestive of the presence of
Cu+ components.
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the 1s−4p transition for Cu metal, was observed to grow,37
consistent with the reduction of CuIIF2 to Cu metal. The
presence of an isosbestic point indicates a two-phase
conversion reaction. Meanwhile, the two main peaks identifying
CuF2 components grow in negative intensity (in the ﬁrst
derivative of diﬀerence XANES; Figure 7c) due to the
reduction in phase fraction of CuF2. Note that the overlap of
the ﬁrst derivatives of Cu metal and CuF2 in this energy range
results in diﬀerent line shape for the two ﬁrst-derivative peaks
for CuF2 in the composite as compared to the CuF2 reference.
Such alteration of the peak line shape from the superimposition
of multiple spectra is also present in the ﬁrst derivative
diﬀerence spectra upon charge. No peaks between 8980 and
8982 eV corresponding to Cu(I) species were observed. These
observations conﬁrm that the discharge process involves a
single-step conversion reaction that proceeds directly from
CuF2 to Cu without forming any intermediate Cu(I) species.
On the basis of the mole fraction from the LCA (inset of Figure
7a), the conversion reaction starts to slow down at Li = 0.9,
which coincides with the kink in the potential proﬁle, indicating
that side reactions are occurring in the sloping region. This is
consistent with the GITT results, conﬁrming that multiple
reactions are taking place at this point. Consequently, about 8%
of CuF2 remains unreacted when the theoretical discharge
capacity is reached.
The XANES spectra of HBM CCN-CuF2 cathode upon
charge shows a reduction in intensity of the Cu peak at about
8981 eV (Figure 7b) and an increase in negative intensity of the
peak in the ﬁrst derivative at 8979 eV (Figure 7d), indicating
the loss of Cu metal. The positive peaks in the ﬁrst-derivative
diﬀerence spectra are attributed to the formation of higher
oxidation state Cu species. Among those peaks, the ones at
8982 and 8986 eV reach a maximum at Li = ∼1.2−1.4. The
peak at 8982 eV then starts to decrease while the peak at 8986
eV stops growing in intensity. However, the peaks at 8986 and
8993 eV maintain a steady growth until a capacity of Li = 0.8 is
Figure 7. The normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra observed in situ on (a) discharge and (b) charge. The spectrum for Cu metal reference is
included. Black arrows indicate the direction of evolution of the Cu phase. The insets show the electrochemistry and the mole fractions of the CuF2
component extracted from the LCA of the corresponding XANES spectra using the spectra of Cu metal and CuF2 as references. For the LCA on
charge, a three-standard ﬁt using CuICl as the third standard was also attempted, which is shown in Figure S3j (SI). (c) The corresponding ﬁrst
derivatives of the normalized diﬀerence XANES spectra shown in parts a, b. (d) Select ﬁrst derivatives of the normalized diﬀerence XANES spectra
shown in part b. The diﬀerence spectra are obtained by subtracting the initial XANES spectrum (Li 0 on discharge and Li 2.0 on charge) from the
subsequent spectra (shown in part a) obtained on cycling, e.g., “Li 0.5 − Li 0” in part c corresponds to a subtraction of spectrum Li 0 from Li 0.5 (a);
the derivative plots show the change in the various components. Three spectra, “Li 1.8 − Li 2.0”, “Li 1.4 − Li 2.0”, and “Li 0.8 − Li 2.0”, have been
highlighted in part d, so as to allow a more ready comparison with the ﬁrst derivatives of the normalized XANES spectra of the CuCl and CuF2
references. The magnitudes of the reference spectra have been scaled with the coeﬃcients shown in the brackets. Arrows indicate the direction of
evolution of the ﬁrst-derivative peaks from various components.
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reached. All three Cu(I) reference compounds studied here
(Figure 5) give rise to edge energies between 8980 and 8982
eV, and the line shape of the Li 1.4 − Li 2.0 ﬁrst derivative
shows the closest resemblance to that of the CuCl reference.
According to the ﬁngerprinting theory for Cu(I) species
proposed by Kau et al.,34 the peaks seen at 8982, 8986, and
possibly 8993 eV for the Li 1.4 − Li 2.0 spectrum can be
assigned to a Cu(I) species with tetrahedral geometry, similar
to that found in CuCl. Some possible assignments can be
envisaged: (i) CuIF instinctively comes to mind, since the Cu+
cation is formed in a F−-rich system (However, as the only
missing member in the cuprous halides family, CuF is not
thermodynamically stable.),38−40 (ii) a structure containing
CuIF4
3− tetrahedra, and (iii) an oxygen-containing Cu(I)
species41 with oxygen originating from the impurities in the
composites and electrolyte. As charging proceeds, an intensity
reduction of the 8982 eV peak and a growth of the 8986 and
8993 eV peaks are observed, which indicate a further oxidation
of Cu or Cu(I) to a Cu(II) species where the Cu local
environment is similar to that in the CuF2 structure. Principal
component analysis (PCA) and target transformation (TT)
were performed on the XANES spectra obtained on charge and
their ﬁrst derivatives, to determine the number and nature of
the distinct phases (Figure S3, SI).42,43 The results demonstrate
that while the ﬁrst two components dominate the spectra in the
edge region (∼8980−8990 eV), at least one more component
appears above the noise in the energy range corresponding to
Cu(I) and Cu(II), suggesting the presence of a third phase.
This phase is diﬃcult to identify; however, the TT results reveal
that it contains Cu(I) in a local environment close to that found
in tetrahedrally coordinated Cu(I) in CuCl. LCA was then
performed with a three-component ﬁt using CuICl as the third
standard (Figure S3j, SI) and was compared to an LCA with
two components employing only Cu(0) and CuIIF2 as
standards (Figure S3i, SI). Both results show that a large
decrease in the Cu(0) fraction and an increase in the Cu(II)
fraction occur from Li = ∼1.8 to 1.0, corresponding to the
region around 3.6 V (B1′ and B2′) in the galvanostatic curve;
this is ascribed to the Cu(0) → Cu(II) oxidation process. The
evolution of the Cu(I) fraction is captured in the three-standard
ﬁt, which shows the formation of Cu(I) species from the
beginning of charge until a capacity of around Li = 1.5; this is
followed by a further oxidation to Cu(II).
3.4. X-ray PDF. Due to the limited domain size of
nanomaterials, their structures are not easily studied by a
conventional crystallographic approach using Bragg scattering.
To investigate the phase transformation in an atomic scale,
PDF analysis of X-ray total scattering data is employed. The
experimental in situ PDFs for the ﬁrst discharge, ﬁrst charge,
and second discharge are shown in Figures 8, S4a, and S4b (SI),
respectively. The corresponding electrochemistry for the ﬁrst
discharge is shown in Figure 9b. Note that the electrochemistry
Figure 8. In situ PDFs for CCN-CuF2 on the ﬁrst discharge with initial and end states highlighted in bold. Black and red arrows indicate a decrease
and increase in intensity, respectively.
Figure 9. (a) The evolution of the particle sizes from the initial
structure reﬁnement (no particle size constraints applied) and (b) the
phase mole fractions from the ﬁnal structure reﬁnement against the
PDFs on the ﬁrst discharge shown in Figure 8. The white potential
proﬁle in part b illustrates the corresponding potential curve for the in
situ battery.
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shows a higher overpotential than that obtained from a regular
coin cell or in the in situ XANES experiment. This is attributed
to the higher current rate (C/20) used in the in situ PDF
measurement, although the diﬀerent cell design may also result
in the increased overpotential. The data at the beginning of the
discharge, Li = 0, is dominated by the PDF of the CuF2 phase
(Figure 8). The two peaks at 1.9 and 2.3 Å, which correspond
to the four equatorial and two elongated axial Cu−F bonds,
respectively, reﬂect the Jahn−Teller distortion for Cu2+ (3d9).
The broad features at around 3.6 Å correspond to the distances
between the Cu2+ and the Cu2+ and F− ions in the neighboring
octahedra. Analysis of the in situ data indicates a particle size of
about 7.0 nm for pristine CCN-CuF2, whereas the structural
reﬁnement against ex situ PDF for pristine CCN-CuF2
indicates a size of 8.3 nm, both of which are quite consistent
with the value obtained in the Scherrer analysis.
The PDF for the end of the discharge, Li = 2.0, has peaks at
2.6, 3.6, and 4.4 Å, which match the Cu−Cu distances in the
ﬁrst, second, and third coordination shell for the face-centered
cubic (fcc) Cu phase, indicating the formation of Cu metal. No
additional atom pairs from other phases were observed. The
phase transformation from CuF2 to Cu is evident in the
reduction of the peak intensity for the CuF2 phase and the
growth in intensity for Cu metal.
The phase mole fractions and the evolution of the particle
sizes upon discharge were evaluated from the reﬁnement of
structural models against the corresponding PDFs, where a
bimodal distribution of “small” and “large” Cu particles was
employed as the simplest model to describe a nonuniform
particle size for the Cu phase.7 Initial reﬁnements varied the
particle size to establish an appropriate constraint for particle
size and more reliable phase fractions in the ﬁnal structure
reﬁnement. The result of this reﬁnement (Figure 9a) shows
that the small Cu particles increase in size from 0.7 to 2 nm and
then stop growing after a capacity of Li = 1.0 is reached. In
contrast, the size for large Cu particles is greater than 10 nm,
and their size is larger than can be reliably determined from the
X-ray PDF data. The CuF2 particle size remains essentially
unchanged. The ﬁnal structure reﬁnement was then performed
with the size of the CuF2 and small Cu particles being
constrained to 7 and 2 nm, respectively, while the size of large
Cu particles was not reﬁned. The ﬁnal CuF2 phase fractions of
CuF2 (Figure 9b) show a trend that is consistent with in situ
XANES LCA results: upon discharge, the CuF2 reacts forming
mostly small Cu particles. The conversion of CuF2 starts to
slow down around Li = 1.0. About 12% of the CuF2 is left when
the theoretical capacity is reached. To examine the reaction at
even lower potentials, ex situ PDF was performed on samples
with capacities beyond those expected based on the CuF2
conversion reaction, i.e., Li = 3.0 and Li = 4.9, which
correspond to discharge voltages at 0.75 and 0 V, respectively.
The CuF2 mole fraction from the structure reﬁnement against
the corresponding PDFs is shown in Figure 10, which shows
that the CuF2 fraction remains essentially constant in this
voltage window (i.e., during process E).
The PDFs for the ﬁrst charge (Figure S4a, SI) and second
discharge (Figure S4b, SI) show only small changes that are
dominated by the evolution of the Cu metal phase. Even
though no discernible atom pairs from the CuF2 phase are
readily observed, a structure reﬁnement using Cu metal and
CuF2 phases reveals an increase of 12.5% in CuF2 phase
fraction for the ﬁrst charge (Figure S4c, SI), and a decrease of
8% for the second discharge (Figure S4d, SI). Note that any
ionic Cu(I) or Cu(II) species present in the liquid electrolyte
will also contribute to the PDF but will only give rise to peaks
from any directly bound Cu−X (X = F, O) species. These
correlations are diﬃcult to separate from the ﬁrst Cu−F
correlation in the solid CuF2 phase. Therefore, the structural
model used for the PDF reﬁnement includes only solid Cu and
CuF2 phases, even though the XANES analysis suggests that a
small amount of Cu(I) is present at intermediate states of
charge.
To gain a better understanding of the cycling behavior of the
HBM CCN-CuF2 electrode, a second in situ cell was cycled at a
C/10 current rate. This experiment allows the structural
changes of the HBM CCN-CuF2 electrode during the ﬁrst four
discharge/charge cycles to be observed in operando (Figure
11a). The electrochemistry for this battery (Figure S5, SI)
shows a very similar potential proﬁle but with a slightly higher
overpotential as compared with the cell cycled at a C/20 rate in
the previous experiment. The change of current rate alters the
kinetics of the reaction, without appearing to change the
reaction pathway signiﬁcantly.
The Cu phase is the major contribution to all the patterns
obtained at the end of discharge and charge. The intensities of
the Cu−Cu correlations (at 2.5 and 4.3 Å) increase in the PDF
patterns at the end of discharge as a function of cycle number,
decreasing slightly on charge. A small broad feature at around 2
Å for the end of the ﬁrst charge is observable, suggestive of an
oxidized copper phase. Very small positive shifts (varying
between ∼0.02 and 0.05 Å) in the peak positions of the PDFs
due to Cu are observed between the end of charge and those at
the end of discharge, which may be related to diﬀerences in the
size of the Cu particles. These shifts are not caused by the
growth of a Cu phase on the anode. If this phase were present,
it would be located at a diﬀerent (larger) sample-to-detector
distance due to the geometry of the in situ experiment and
AMPIX cell. This would result in small negative shifts of the
Figure 10. Pink crosses denote the discharged states where the
samples were collected for ex situ experiments. The CuF2 mole
fractions are extracted from the LCA of the ex situ XANES (red
triangles) data and the structural reﬁnements using the ex situ PDFs
(blue squares). The LiF mole fractions (relative to the amount of LiF
at the end of discharge) are evaluated from the integration of
normalized 7Li (green circles) and 19F (orange inverted triangles)
NMR spectra shown in Figure S6 (SI); (the 19F data is scaled by a
factor of 0.67 in order to draw a direct comparison between the LiF
mole fractions obtained from the 7Li and 19F NMR).
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Cu−Cu correlations as compared to those observed for Cu
formed on the positive electrode.
The phase evolution can be seen more clearly by following
the diﬀerential PDFs, obtained by subtracting the beginning
from the end of each discharge or charge, where positive peaks
indicate that phase(s) are being formed while the negative
peaks represent the phase(s) that are reacting in each discharge
(Figure 11b) and charge (Figure 11c) process. In Figure 11b,
the three positive peaks corresponding to Cu−Cu correlations
in the ﬁrst, second, and third coordination shell of an fcc-Cu
phase show the formation of Cu metal upon each discharge
step. However, the magnitude of the peaks is drastically
reduced in the subsequent discharge steps, indicating that less
Cu forms in the corresponding process. This is consistent with
the decrease in speciﬁc capacity of the corresponding discharge
steps in the electrochemistry. The negative peak at 1.9 Å, from
the equatorial Cu−F bond length in the distorted CuF6
octahedron, reﬂects the reduction of the CuF2 phase. This
peak is evident in the ﬁrst discharge, less pronounced in the
second discharge, and absent in the third and fourth discharge
steps, suggesting a negligible CuF2 conversion in the
subsequent discharge cycles. For the charge steps shown in
Figure 11c, a similar phenomenon is seen where CuF2 is only
involved in the reaction for the ﬁrst two charge steps, while Cu
oxidation without forming CuF2 dominates the subsequent
charge processes. Comparing the magnitude of the diﬀerential
PDFs within each cycle, more Cu formation during discharge is
observed than Cu oxidation upon charge.
3.5. NMR. The composition of HBM CCN-CuF2 was
studied by 19F MAS NMR and 19F→13C CP-MAS NMR
spectroscopy. Figure 12 shows the normalized 19F MAS NMR
spectrum of commercial CuF2 and the CCN-CuF2 nano-
composite. The 19F signal of CuF2 is not detectable because F
−
is directly bound to the paramagnetic Cu2+ ion.5 The spectrum
of commercial CuF2 shows only one isotropic resonance at
−190 ppm, which is also present in the spectrum of the HBM
nanocomposite sample. This signal was ascribed, in a previous
19F NMR study, to HF adsorbed on the surface.44 Three new
isotropic resonances at 33, −106, and −147 ppm are present in
the HBM sample, which are most likely related to the
additional phases formed during the ball-milling procedure.
For the preparation of the CCN-CuF2 sample, commercial
CuF2 was mixed with carbon black and then ball-milled in a
zirconia jar with zirconia beads. The collision between the
milling beads and the milling jar is very likely to introduce a
zirconium-containing component into the nanocomposite.
Therefore, the resonance at 33 ppm in the HBM sample is
tentatively assigned to β-ZrF4
45 or a zirconium oxyﬂuoride,46 as
a result of the reaction with CuF2. A Cu(I) species was
observed in the XANES spectra (Figure 6), providing evidence
for Cu(II) reduction during the ball-milling process. Such
reduction reaction can occur in the presence of the reducing
agent carbon under elevated temperatures induced by the ball-
milling: CuF2 + C → CuF2−x + CFx. The resonances at −106
and −147 ppm in the HBM sample are thus assigned to −CF2
and −CF ﬂuorinated sp2 C sites, respectively, on the basis of
prior 19F MAS NMR studies of ﬂuorinated carbon.47−49 The
assignment is further conﬁrmed by 19F→13C CP-MAS NMR
experiments (Figure 13) where a broad 13C signal between 50
Figure 11. (a) Select in situ PDFs for CCN-CuF2 measured for four
cycles. Only the PDFs for the beginning and the end state of each
cycling steps are shown. Diﬀerential PDFs on each discharge (b) and
charge (c) step, obtained by subtracting the PDF of the end state from
the PDF of the beginning state of each cycling step. Black and red
arrows indicate the atom pairs corresponding to the Cu and CuF2
phases, respectively.
Figure 12. Normalized 19F MAS NMR spectra of the commercial
CuF2 (red) and HBM CCN-CuF2 (blue). Signals marked with
asterisks are spinning side bands. No 19F signal background from the
rotor is observed.
Figure 13. 19F→13C CP-MAS NMR spectrum of HBM CCN-CuF2.
No signal was present in the spectrum when the 19F CP pulses were
removed.
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and 100 ppm is evident, similar to the 13C chemical shift of
graphite ﬂuorides,49 demonstrating that at least some of the
ﬂuorine species are in close spatial proximity to the carbon.
A series of cycled samples was investigated by 7Li and 19F
MAS NMR, to investigate the evolution of LiF phase, as well as
to shed light on the formation of SEI products. The normalized
7Li and 19F NMR spectra are shown in parts a and b of Figure
14, respectively. (The 19F NMR for Li = 0.04 is enlarged in
Figure S6, SI.) Only one resonance is observed in the 7Li MAS
NMR spectra, while more than one resonance is present in the
19F MAS NMR spectra. For 7Li MAS NMR, a small resonance
is observed at −0.7 ppm, even on the preplateau before the Cu/
LiF nucleation potential dip50 [region A of the voltage curve
(Figure 2)] (Li = 0.04). The peak shifts to −2.2 ppm at Li = 0.5
and then shifts back to −1.7 ppm between Li = 0.5 and 2.0. On
charge, the resonance keeps shifting toward higher ppm,
reducing in intensity until the potential of the corresponding
sample reaches about 3.92 V. This is followed by an increase in
intensity until the end of charge. There are few Li species that
give rise to negative chemical shifts other than LiF at −1.0
ppm.51 A resonance at −2.2 ppm was similarly reported in our
earlier study of CuF2, for Li = 0.5 on discharge. The resonance
was assigned to LiF, the lower frequency shift being attributed
to the formation of either nanosized or a thin ﬁlm of LiF in
close proximity to either Cu metal or CuF2.
5 As the reaction
proceeds, the LiF particle size becomes larger and the LiF shift
is less aﬀected by the Cu metal/CuF2 (i.e., a larger portion of
the LiF phase is not in close proximity to Cu/CuF2),
accounting for this shift to more positive frequencies as
lithiation proceeds. The increase in Li intensity at the late state
of discharge is ascribed to the formation of products from LiPF6
hydrolysis or electrolyte decomposition such as Li2CO3 and
Li2POxFy, as suggested by our CV study, these species giving
rise to more positive 7Li chemical shifts,51,52 leading to a shift
toward higher frequencies at the top of charge.
A similar intensity evolution is observed in the 19F NMR
spectra, but now the spectra are not complicated by the
potential overlap between LiF and any other electrolyte
decomposition products. For the discharged sample Li =
0.04, three resonances are present (Figure S6, SI), which are
assigned to LiPF6 (−80 ppm), CFx (−147 ppm), and LiF
(−204 ppm). The LiF resonance at −204 ppm dominates the
spectra and the evolution of its chemical shift and intensity
follow the same trend as the 7Li NMR resonance, conﬁrming
that the 7Li signal can be largely ascribed to LiF. The resonance
for CFx at −147 ppm becomes poorly resolved on cycling,
while a new resonance at −78 ppm starts to evolve at higher
potential than 3.92 V upon further charge, which is assigned to
Li2PO3F according to an NMR study on the hydrolysis of
LiPF6.
52
Interestingly, the LiF phase formed at the early state of
discharge Li = 0.04 before the Cu nucleation step is probably
not associated with the formation of the metallic Cu phase but
is rather associated with a reaction with the ﬂuorinated carbon
components. The Li uptake mechanism for carbon ﬂuorides
CFx depends on the nature of the C−F bond.
53 Our 19F NMR
for the pristine CCN-CuF2 reveals an sp
2 character for the
carbon in the CFx phase, the carbon incorporating Li at a
higher potential (∼3.2 V) via the reaction CFx + nLi →
(1 − n)CFx + nC + nLiF, in comparison to the CFx with a sp3
carbon (∼2 V).2 The lithiation potential of the ionic CFx is
consistent with the potential of the preplateau feature A in the
electrochemistry curve (Figure 2).53 Such ﬂuorinated carbon
phase should also be in very close proximity to the carbon
matrix, since it is derived directly from the carbon. This means
that the CFx should be more eﬀectively electrically wired than
CuF2. Note that the LiF formed in the reaction with CFx is
surrounded by carbon, which results in a 7Li chemical shift
(−0.7 ppm for sample Li = 0.04) that is closer to LiF’s reported
value (−1.0 ppm51).
7Li and 19F T1 measurements were performed on the same
series of samples in order to shed light on the particle size
evolution of the LiF phase (Figure 15), and the trends observed
for both nuclei are in agreement with each other. A signiﬁcant
increase in T1 upon discharge coincides with the sudden drop
of potential in the electrochemical proﬁle, the change being
more noticeable between Li = 1.7 and 2.0. A signiﬁcant
reduction of T1 occurs at the beginning of charge and continues
until approximately 3.92 V. These suggest that the LiF particle
size increases signiﬁcantly from Li = 1.0 until the end of
discharge; this is followed by a drastic reduction on charging
until the potential reaches around 3.8 V.
A more careful quantitative analysis of the 7Li (Figure S7a,
SI) and 19F (Figure S7b, SI) MAS NMR spectra on the ﬁrst
discharge was performed to separate the contribution from the
SEI components and the LiF. To compare the Li and F
contents, we ﬁrst analyze a sample in the region before the
Figure 14. Normalized (a) 7Li and (b) 19F MAS NMR spectra of
cycled CCN-CuF2. Signals marked with asterisks are spinning side
bands. The insets show the overlay plots of the isotropic resonances of
the corresponding spectra. Numbers in the insets are the values of the
chemical shifts. (“Li x.x” represents the speciﬁc capacity on discharge;
“x.x V” refers to the potential on charge where the samples were
collected for measurement.)
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onset of any signiﬁcant side reactions (the Li = 1.0 sample on
discharge) and assume that the 7Li spectrum is dominated by
LiF. The relative intensities of the resonances observed in the
spectra from the other samples can then be scaled appropriately
to extract the (diamagnetic) Li and F mole fractions. The
results from this analysis are compared with phase fractions
obtained from ex situ XANES and PDF measurements in
Figure 10. The CuF2 phase fractions obtained from the LCA
analysis of the ex situ XANES and the structure reﬁnement of
the ex situ PDFs are in excellent agreement, and the trend of
LiF phase evolution evaluated from the 19F NMR mirrors the
negative trend observed in the XANES and PDF data. This
good match suggests that the formation of LiF is mainly the
result of the CuF2 conversion. The nominal LiF content
obtained by 7Li NMR is very diﬀerent and tracks the overall Li
content determined electrochemically. This observation con-
ﬁrms that electrolyte decomposition dominates at low
potentials, producing SEI components (other than LiF) that
also contribute to the 7Li signal. A 31P MAS NMR spectrum of
a sample extracted from a fully discharged battery at around 1 V
(Figure 16) shows two resonances at 1 and −150 ppm, which
can be assigned to Li3PO4 and LiPF6, respectively.
52 The PF6
−
that is also observed in the early state of discharge (Li = 0.04)
(Figure S6, SI) is mostly due to LiPF6 residue from the
electrolyte. The observation of PO4
3− demonstrates that Li3PO4
is the main phosphate-containing product of electrolyte salt
hydrolysis/degradation.
3.6. Reaction Mechanisms. Discharge. We now combine
all of the results to discuss the various mechanisms that occur in
this system. At the beginning of the discharge, a CFx phase
(identiﬁed by 19F MAS and 19F→13C CP-MAS NMR
spectroscopy) reacts with Li+ prior to the onset of the CuF2
conversion, giving rise to the preplateau A at around 3.1 V
(Figure 2). Upon further discharge, both in situ XANES and in
situ PDF demonstrate a straightforward two-phase reaction
mechanism for CuF2 conversion, CuF2 + Li → Cu + 2LiF. No
evidence for a Cu(I) species, possibly formed via Li
intercalation, is observed in the early state of discharge in
either the ﬁrst derivative of the diﬀerence XANES spectra
(Figure 7c) or the CV study, where only one reduction peak B
is present. Furthermore, no resonances corresponding to a
LixCuF2 phase are seen in either the
7Li or 19F MAS NMR
spectra. Therefore, a stable LixCuF2 intermediate phase, as
proposed in the CuF2 thin ﬁlm study,
54 is not formed in the
CCN-CuF2 electrode on discharge.
As the CuF2 conversion proceeds, the operating potential
starts to slope down at around Li = 1.0 and small features BH, C
(Figure 2), and D (Figure 4) are observed [see the GITT
results (Figure S1, SI)]. According to the Gibbs phase rule, a
two-phase reaction under constant temperature and pressure
should theoretically exhibit a ﬂat potential plateau.55 There is
no evidence for a change in the mechanism of the conversion
reaction [and a change from two-phase to single-phase (solid
solution)] at Li = 1. Rather, the conversion reaction is
associated with a larger overpotential at this point. This drop in
potential enables additional side reactions (BH, C, and
eventually D) to occur, and since the kinetics of these reactions
are faster, they increasingly predominate over the conversion
reaction.
Feature BH in the electrochemistry is always indistinct and
sometimes not observed. Furthermore, it is only observed in
the ﬁrst discharge, suggestive of an irreversible process. The
potential where this reaction occurs is higher than generally
expected for electrolyte decomposition. We therefore ascribe it
to the Li reaction with the hydrated CuF2 phases. As discussed
in the CV section, features C and D (Figures 3 and 4) are
attributed to the electrolyte decomposition on copper and
carbon surfaces, respectively. The occurrence of electrolyte side
reactions below 2 V is further veriﬁed by the comparison of
total Li mole fraction (LiF and additional lithiated SEI
components) obtained from ex situ 7Li NMR and the LiF
mole fraction obtained by 19F NMR (Figure 10). Electrolyte
decomposition results in Li salts (such as LiF, LiOCO2R,
Li2CO3,
26,33 and Li3PO4) that passivate the electrode surface,
the presence of Li3PO4 being conﬁrmed by
31P NMR.
LiOCO2R, Li2CO3,
26,33 and Li3PO4 give rise to
7Li resonances
that are higher in frequency than the shift of LiF (−1 ppm),51
resulting in an overall shift of the 7Li resonance to higher
frequencies beyond Li = 1. In the subsequent CV sweeps
(Figure S2b, SI), less Cu is formed on reduction, and so less
electrolyte decomposition on the Cu surface is expected. This is
reﬂected by an intensity reduction/absence of peak C in
association with the intensity reduction/absence of peak B;
additionally, smaller currents are observed for peaks D and D′,
suggesting that the SEI layer on the carbon surface prevents
further electrolyte decomposition.
In addition to the side reactions taking place after the kink in
the electrochemical curve (at Li = 1.0), a distinct change in the
Figure 15. 7Li (red) and 19F (blue) T1 measurements for the samples
shown in Figure 14. The electrochemical potential proﬁle is shown for
comparison.
Figure 16. 31P MAS NMR spectrum of fully discharged CCN-CuF2
(Li = 2.0).
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rate at which the Cu and LiF particles grow in size is indicated
by the structure reﬁnements using the PDF data (Figure 9a)
and NMR T1 measurements (Figure 15). Previous high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies
on the pristine CCN-CuF2 prepared using the same HBM
technique reveal 8 nm CuF2 nanoparticles present as large
agglomerations (50−100 nm),7 consistent with our measure-
ments of an average particle size of 8.3 nm (PDF) and 10 nm
(Scherrer analysis, XRD) for our system. The Scherrer equation
gives a volume-weighted size, while the PDF measurement is
weighted by the mole fraction, accounting for the diﬀerence in
the two measured values.56 Upon discharge, no signiﬁcant
change in the CuF2 crystallite size extracted from the in situ
PDF is observed. The size of the LiF phase, as reﬂected by the
NMR T1 measurements, does not change noticeably at the
beginning of discharge, while the size of the small Cu
nanoparticples and the concentration of larger (>10 nm)
particles increase according to the structure reﬁnements of the
corresponding PDFs.
We also observed a noticeable increase in overpotential at Li
= 1.0 in our previous studies of the CuF2 system, with slightly
larger CuF2 particles (approximately 16 nm).
5 In that study, the
rising overpotential was accompanied by a loss in crystallinity of
the entire CuF2 component, which we ascribed to particle
cracking, possibly caused by Cu formation within these larger
particles. A similar phenomenon is not seen here, possibly
because the individual particles are slightly smaller. Further-
more, there is no reduction of CuF2 particle size as the reaction
proceeds, suggesting that particles largely react one by one, so
that we do not see any clear evidence for any shrinking in the
size of the CuF2 nanoparticles. This is in agreement with recent
in situ TEM studies of FeF2 particles, where the particles were
seen to react sequentially from the outside to the inside of both
the original FeF2 particle and the whole FeF2−C agglomerate.9
As discussed in our prior work,5 the nucleation and growth of
the diﬀerent phases that form during the conversion reactions,
and thus the morphologies and sizes of the particles within the
nanocomposites, are governed by a number of factors, which
include (i) the relative rates of diﬀusion of the cations, anions,
and Cu atoms/ions through the original starting material, (any)
intermediate phases, the ﬁnal salts (LiF and SEI), and in the
grain boundaries/interfaces between these phases and (ii) the
electronic conductivities of the diﬀerent components.3 Li+ ion
diﬀusion in both CuF2 and LiF is expected to be poor, but
ﬂuoride diﬀusion within the CuF2 phase cannot be ruled out.
CuF2 is a poor electronic conductor, and hence, the Cu metal
(and carbon) morphologies dictate the electronic wiring of the
composite. No intermediate phases are present in this system,
although the CuF2/Cu/LiF triple phase boundary, where Cu
reduction occurs, will consist of poorly crystalline phases with
poorly deﬁned stoichiometries. The ﬁrst CuF2 particles to be
reduced are those in direct or close contact to the carbon
particles, due to the poor electronic conductivity of CuF2.
Copper is extruded from the particles, and nanoparticles of LiF
are formed. The LiF phase is in close contact to the Cu and
CuF2 surfaces, as suggested by
7Li and 19F MAS NMR, where a
more negative chemical shift for the LiF signal is observed in
the early state of discharge. Some ﬂuoride ion migration may
also occur through CuF2 (as suggested previously), resulting in
LiF coating of the entire reacting CuF2 nanoparticle.
5 The
formation of LiF should intrinsically lead to a higher
overpotential due to its poor electronic conductivity. However,
the formation of more Cu yields a larger interfacial area for the
conversion reaction to take place. The reaction continues,
consuming particles buried more deeply in the agglomerate,
promoted by the Cu wiring.
As the reaction approaches the kink position (Li = 1.0), LiF
increasingly covers the CuF2 and Cu nanoparticles, leading to a
larger overpotential due to LiF’s poor electronic conductivity
and low Li+ diﬀusivity. Furthermore, the reaction front has
moved deeper into the composite, increasing the electronic and
ionic resistance associated with (i) the electronic wiring that
connects the carbon (the source of electrons) and the
reduction front and (ii) the ionic transport of the Li+ ions
from the electrolyte to the CuF2 reaction front. The relative
position of the kink (increasing overpotential) is probably
related to the size of the CuF2 agglomerate, the CuF2 particle
sizes, and the nature of the carbon−Cu wiring. Some sintering
must occur as Cu particles larger than the size of the original
CuF2 particles are observed in the in situ PDF measurements.
These are a minority component, particularly during the early
stages of the conversion reaction, suggesting that the
observation of large particles in prior ex situ XRD studies5
may in part be a consequence of particle aging. However, the
sintering increases as the reaction proceeds, which may lead to
disconnected Cu particles (i.e., particles not wired to the
carbon matrix), as also observed in the previous TEM study of
fully discharged CuF2.
7 The presence of disconnected Cu
particles may also increase the overpotential, since the CuF2
particles in the core of the agglomerate are no longer wired to
the carbon.
When the operating potential decreases until below 2.0 and
1.0 V, the electrolyte starts to decompose on the Cu and carbon
surface successively, with each forming a passivating layer,
leading to an even larger polarization. This results in even more
diﬃcult electronic and ionic transport and, consequently, a
continuous increase in the overpotential. Furthermore, the
conversion reaction results in a volume change of about 29%
based on the crystalline densities, which will result in an
expansion of the agglomerate. This expansion may result in
cracks, exposing fresh surfaces for electrolyte decomposition
and breaking Cu−Cu contacts, both increasing the over-
potential. Eventually, when the electron transport pathways are
all terminated by LiF and SEI products, the electrons and Li+
ions can no longer reach the core of the initial CuF2
agglomerate, leaving behind a small amount of unreacted
CuF2 in the center of the agglomerate. Further discharging to 0
V only induces more electrolyte reactions associated with
carbon but does not reduce the amount of unreacted CuF2.
Charge. Upon charge, four diﬀerent processes can be
distinguished in the potential curve and CV (Figures 2 and 3),
labeled as C′, B1′, B2′, and D′. It has been reported that Cu
metal dissolves in a wide range of organic solvents without
passivation, mainly as Cu+.57,58 Depending on the electrolyte,
the dissolution voltage varies between 3.5 and 3.7 V vs Li+/Li.59
For example, the thermodynamic equilibrium potential for the
reaction Cu→ Cu+ + e− in an aqueous solution under standard
conditions is 3.566 vs Li+/Li,26 and a corrosion potential of 3.6
V was observed in a 1 M LiPF6/EC-DEC electrolyte.
60 Our
battery, using Cu foil as cathode, shows a dissolution plateau at
a similar voltage (3.5 V) (Figure S8, SI). Thus, we ascribe peak
B1′ at 3.58 V to Cu(0) to Cu(I) oxidation and B2′ to the Cu(I)
to Cu(II) or simultaneous Cu(0) to Cu(II) oxidation, in
agreement with our in situ XANES analysis. Regarding the form
of the dissolution products, a prior study revealed that the
dissolution of Cu is not associated with any solid deposition
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formation.59 This is consistent with our PDF results, where no
clear evidence for the presence of a third phase other than Cu
and CuF2 is observed either in situ or ex situ. The phase
evolution from the PDF structure reﬁnements and diﬀerential
PDFs demonstrates only a small growth of the CuF2 phase in
the ﬁrst two charge steps. The 7Li and 19F NMR and the T1
results indicate a signiﬁcant reduction in both quantity and the
grain size of LiF upon charge before the rising-voltage region
D′ is reached. This suggests that a reaction consuming a large
amount of LiF is taking place at B1′ and B2′. Studies on copper
dissolution have revealed that the presence of impurities such as
H2O and HF, which facilitate the hydrolysis of LiPF6 forming
LiF, may considerably enhance the dissolution of Cu.26,61
These prior studies correlate the reduction of LiF phase
fraction with Cu dissolution, suggesting that the dissolution is
associated with F− anions. As shown in the PCA analysis of the
XANES spectra, upon oxidation of Cu to Cu+, a tetrahedrally
coordinated Cu(I) complex ion such as [CuIF4]
3− (with a Cu
environment similar to that found in CuCl) appears to be
present. On further oxidation to Cu2+, a Cu(II) species, the
majority of which has a Cu local environment similar to that
found in CuF2 is formed, possibly [Cu
IIF6]
4−. On the basis of
the combined capacity of regions B1′ and B2′, dissolution of
approximately 30% of the Cu is expected, assuming that no
other reactions occur at this voltage. If we then assume that the
ﬁnal dissolution product is [CuIIF6]
4−, this copper dissolution
consumes about 90% of the total amount of LiF, in order to
form the complex ion [CuIIF6]
4−. This rough calculation,
however, is consistent with the almost complete loss of the LiF
phase observed in the aforementioned 7Li and 19F MAS NMR,
conﬁrming that the Cu dissolution process consumes LiF. This
therefore prevents CuF2 reconversion from taking place, even
at a potential as high as 4.5 V. It is worth noting that when the
batteries were disassembled for ex situ experiments, a Cu2+-type
greenish blue and/or a lusterless brown was sometimes noticed
on the lithium metal, suggestive of the Cu2+ ion migration and/
or possibly Cu redeposition.26 However, the formation of
negatively charged copper(I) and -(II) ions most likely helps to
reduce the extent of the redox shuttle mechanism involving Cu
deposition.26
Interestingly, a decrease in the current associated with feature
B1′ in the CV plot (Figure 3) is associated with an increase in
the current associated with feature C′, C′ being correlated with
the reduction peak C in the anodic sweep. However, the
current magnitude for feature B2′ does not change signiﬁcantly.
Feature C is attributed to the electrolyte decomposition and
formation of a passivating SEI layer on the Cu surface. The
presence of such a passivating layer impedes the oxidation
process B1′, suggesting that the corresponding reaction from
Cu(0) to Cu(I) is probably a kinetically controlled process.
However, the formation of Cu(II) species is less aﬀected. The
assignment of reaction C′ to the decomposition of the SEI
formed during process C, is further supported by NMR results.
The 19F NMR on the sample collected at the charge state of
3.22 V (Figure 14b), which is just after the feature C′ in the
potential curve, shows about the same intensity as the one for
the end of discharge Li = 2.0, suggesting that the majority of
LiF does not participate in process C′. By contrast, the 7Li
NMR data for the same sample reveals a noticeable intensity
reduction as compared to the end of discharge, indicating a
decrease in the Li-containing components. These observations
reﬂect a reduction in the amount of non-LiF components being
associated with the degradation of the SEI formed on the Cu
surface. 7Li and 19F NMR conﬁrm that LiF and Li2PO3F are
formed during process D′ due to electrolyte decomposition.
The correlation between processes D′ and D (SEI formation on
carbon surface) suggests that the newly formed LiF is in close
contact with carbon, rather than Cu metal. Therefore, only a
small amount of this LiF phase will participate in the Cu
dissolution or the Cu oxidation to form CuF2. The unreacted
CuF2 left after the ﬁrst discharge can presumably react in the
second cycle in part because the Cu and LiF dissolution
removes some of the passivating LiF coating.
Many factors, such as ionic diﬀusion, electron transport,
volume expansion, and SEI formation, are known to have a
great impact on the reversibility of conversion reactions. In this
speciﬁc case, however, the main reason for the poor reversibility
is shown to be Cu dissolution and simultaneous LiF
consumption. This should be contrasted with the highly
reversible ﬂuoride system FeF2. The potential for FeF2
reconversion upon charge (∼3.0 V) is far outside of the
dissolution potential range (∼4.0−4.6 V depending on the
electrolyte composition and the type of salt) for Fe metal.2,7,59
In contrast to Fe, the dissolution potential for Cu metal (∼3.5−
3.7 V) in an electrolyte composed of organic carbonates is
about the same value as the theoretical potential for CuF2
formation (3.55 V). Consequently, in the presence of the
overpotentials that are typical for conversion reactions, Cu
dissolution will take place and compete with the reconversion
reaction Cu + 2LiF→ CuF2, consuming the majority of the LiF
phase formed upon discharge. Approaches should, therefore, be
taken to prevent the dissolution from taking place, by for
example (i) using appropriate surface coatings and/or additives
to the electrolyte to enhance the stability of Cu metal at high
potentials and (ii) replacing the organic solvent and salt with an
electrolyte system that will not facilitate the Cu dissolution.
The latter is challenging due to the often very similar
solubilities of Li+ and Cu+.
4. CONCLUSION
An investigation of the conversion reaction mechanism for
carbon-coated CuF2 has been performed with an array of
characterization tools providing a comprehensive understand-
ing of the reactions that occur over multiple discharge/charge
cycles. CV experiments and in situ XANES reveal multiple
redox pairs, including a one-step lithiation step on discharge to
form Cu directly and a two-step Cu oxidation on charge
involving formation of an intermediate Cu(I) species most
likely with a tetrahedral coordination. A correlation between
SEI formation/decomposition and the Cu/carbon surface is
demonstrated. The Cu(I) species formed on charge is
eventually oxidized to an octahedrally coordinated Cu(II)
complex anion. In situ PDF sheds light on the phase
transformations and reveals that the majority of CuF2 only
participates in the ﬁrst discharge, and very little or no CuF2
formation takes place upon charge. NMR provides insight into
the LiF phase, the SEI components, and also the impurity
phases, i.e., CFx, which are all challenging to probe by
aforementioned techniques. The size evolution of the LiF
phase reﬂected by 7Li and 19F NMR T1 measurements provides
a link between the growth of LiF particles and the increase in
overpotential.
The PDF measurements show that the amount of the small
Cu nanoparticles grows at the beginning of the CuF2
conversion, which enhances the electronic conductivity and
helps compensate for the insulating eﬀect from the LiF phase.
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Since the size of the LiF phase is much bigger than that of Cu
metal, the formed Cu is largely covered by an insulating LiF
layer, helping to prevent sintering. Eventually this LiF coating
serves to reduce Cu−Cu wiring, leading to a larger over-
potential. In addition, SEI formation on the Cu surface enlarges
the overpotential even more, and consequently, a continuous
potential reduction is observed on discharge after about one Li
has been inserted per CuF2 formula unit, even for our best
performing electrodes.
The charging mechanism for CuF2 is fundamentally diﬀerent
from most other conversion materials, because the potential for
Cu metal dissolution in an organic electrolyte is close to that of
the reconversion reaction. Cu, therefore, dissolves in the
electrolyte and consumes the LiF, thereby hindering the Cu to
CuF2 transformation. In order to prevent the dissolution from
taking place and to transform this material into a practical
rechargeable battery system, approaches such as surface coating
and/or electrolyte substitution are required to stabilize the Cu
metal at high potentials.
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